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**Title word cross-reference**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>[VMPV24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>[HY21, HY20], across [UMSN+21].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressable</td>
<td>[ACC+23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adiabatic</td>
<td>[AL22, HTS+22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affine</td>
<td>[Kon21], agnostic [CML23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm</td>
<td>[AL22, CCH+23, JAA+22, MT21, MS23, PB22, VHW22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithms</td>
<td>[AHKZ20, BTT22, BT21, LQS+23, Ros24, SM22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>[GBOE22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealer</td>
<td>[IHA21].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealing</td>
<td>[MF24, RSB+23, RRN+23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>[DPHW23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach</td>
<td>[BSCSK22, SDL+23, SSC21, ZLTY23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate</td>
<td>[AL22, MS22, SLL+23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximating</td>
<td>[HZK+22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>[ZC+24].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architectures</td>
<td>[PSAF24, UMSN+21].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ArQTiC</td>
<td>[BPD22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>[CJAA+22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>[IHKH22, NBGJ23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment-based</td>
<td>[IHKH22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authenticity</td>
<td>[BKP22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>[XHB+23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automating</td>
<td>[DPHW23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backend</td>
<td>[CML23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backend-agnostic</td>
<td>[CML23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Based</td>
<td>[AL22, BTT22, LQS+23, SDL+23, WHB22, GKS24, IHHK22].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayesian</td>
<td>[ZLTY23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginners</td>
<td>[JAA+22].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bilinear \cite{LSA23}.  Best \cite{MS22}.
Bilinear \cite{LQS+23}.  Bodies \cite{CCH+23}.
Boolean \cite{Had21}.  Bridging \cite{TFH+23}.
Broader \cite{CJA+22}.

C \cite{CML23, MNS+21}.  Case \cite{MF24}.
Celebrating \cite{HY21}.  Centers \cite{LSQ+23}.
Challenges \cite{LSZ24}.  Channels \cite{FW20}.
Characterization \cite{RMJ+24, XHB+23}.
Characterizing \cite{ZLY23}.  Chemistry \cite{CML23}.
Circuit \cite{CWS+21, CSP24, HZK+22, IMM+22, PB22, PSFA23, PBW23}.
Circuits \cite{BDG+20, DPHW23, GBV+21, HS22, NLD+23, PB23, SRM+23}.
Classical \cite{CSP24, FW20, FYS+21, MNS+21, TFH+23, ZYC+24, CML23, NM22, Ros24}.
Classification \cite{UBM24}.  Client \cite{DKDK21}.
Clifford \cite{VMP24}.  Codes \cite{Hig22}.
Coding \cite{YN23}.  combination \cite{GKS24}.
Combinatorial \cite{UMSN+21}.
Communications \cite{BKP22}.  Compilation \cite{NM22, PSFA24}.
Compiler \cite{CCK+23}.
Compilers \cite{PHSM22}.  Compiling \cite{MS22}.
Completeness \cite{CJPV21}.  Complexity \cite{Aar21}.
Computer \cite{Sha22}.  Computers \cite{AMD22, AmdJ23, ABLJ23, AL22, CCK+23, FYS+21, Had21, HTS+22, HY21, DIB+23, MNS+21, NM22, Sha22, SSC21, WBB22, Wu21, HY20}.
Connectivity \cite{LAH21}.
Connectivity-limited \cite{LAH21}.
Conscious \cite{BGL+23}.  Constrained \cite{RRN+23}.
Constraints \cite{DPH23}.
Convex \cite{CCH+23}.  Cost \cite{PB22}.  Count \cite{VMP24}.
Cutting \cite{CSP24}.

Data \cite{BKP22}.  Decision \cite{BTT22, HZK+22, WHB22}.
Decoder \cite{BMM+24}.
Decoding \cite{Hig22, PB22}.
Decoherence \cite{SRM+23}.
Deeper \cite{CJA+22}.
Definitions \cite{ALKP21}.
Depth \cite{HS22}.
Design \cite{DPH23}.
Detector \cite{ZGH24}.
Devices \cite{GBO22, LAH21}.
Diagonalizable \cite{Sha22}.
Diagrams \cite{HZK+22, WHB22}.
Differentiable \cite{DIB+23}.
Digital \cite{ZZC+24}.
Distributed \cite{CCK+23}.

Editorial \cite{HY20, HY21}.
Effect \cite{RRN+23}.
Efficiency \cite{PB23}.
Efficient \cite{BMM+24, FW20, JH22}.
Eigensolver \cite{HTS+22}.
Eigenspectrum \cite{RRN+23}.
Eigenvalues \cite{Sha22}.
Electronic \cite{ALKP21}.
Elimination \cite{GBV+21}.
Energy \cite{PB22}.
Enhancing \cite{VHW22}.
Equation \cite{SCS21}.
Error \cite{BSC22, DP20, GBO22}.
Error-Modeling \cite{DP20}.
Errors \cite{ZLY23}.
Estimating \cite{CCH+23}.
Estimation \cite{BT21, FW20}.
Evaluation \cite{LSA23}.
Exact \cite{IMM+22}.
Exascale \cite{NLD+23}.
Experimental \cite{DP20}.
Exploiting \cite{SRM+23}.
Expressibility \cite{CWS+21}.
Expression \cite{ABJ23}.
Extending \cite{MNS+21, NM22}.
Extrapolation \cite{VHW22}.
Factors \cite{RRN+23}.
Fair \cite{GBO22}.
Faster \cite{SM22}.
Features \cite{FYS+21}.
Feedforward \cite{AHK20}.
Finding \cite{Eke24}.
Formal \cite{LSZ24, Wu21}.
Framework \cite{CML23, FYS+21}.
Full \cite{PB22}.
Full-stack \cite{BKP22}.
Functions \cite{Had21}.

Gate \cite{BGL+23, VMP24, XHB+23, ZLY23}.
Gates \cite{ACC+23}.
Gaussian \cite{GBV+21}.
Gene \cite{ABJ23}.
Generative \cite{RMJ+24}.
Geometric \cite{LQS+23}.
gprof \cite{SSTS23}.
gprof-Inspired \cite{SSTS23}.
Graph \cite{LAH21, MS23}.
Graphical \cite{CJPV21}.
Graphs \cite{MT21}.
Greedy \cite{GBV+21}.
GWh \cite{PB22}.

Hadamard \cite{VMP24}.
Hamiltonians \cite{Car24, Had21, RRN+23}.
Hardware \cite{BGL+23}.
Hardware-Conscious \cite{BGL+23}.
Hardy \cite{DP20}.
Heavy \cite{BMM+24}.
Heterogeneous \cite{FYS+21, MNS+21}.
Hexagonal \cite{BMM+24}.
Highway [MF24]. Hoare [FY21]. Hybrid [RSB+23, Ros24].

i-QER [BSCSK22]. Identification [DKDK21]. Impact [Kon21].
Implementations [JAA+22]. Improved [BDG+20]. Improving [HTS+22, PBP23].
Issue [AMD22, AMdJ23, HY20, Wu21].

Just [NM22]. Just-in-time [NM22].

Knowledge [MT21].

Language [CJAA+22]. Languages [CJPV21, Wu21]. Larger [RSB+23].
Larger-than-QPU [RSB+23]. Lattice [RSB+23]. Lattice-structured [RSB+23].


Network [HS22, NLD+23]. Networking [BKP22]. Networks [AHKZ20, ZGH24].
Neural [AHKZ20]. NISQ [DPHW23, FYS+21, GBOE22, LSKA23].
Non [BT21]. Non-linearity [BT21].
Numerical [SDL+23].


Package [BPD22, Hig22]. Paradox [DP20].
Probability [Eke24]. Problem [MS23].
Problems [Aar21, MS22, RSB+23].
Processes [Car24]. Profiler [SSTS23].
Program [IHKH22]. Programming [ABLJ23, FYS+21, NBGJ23, Wu21].
Programs [LSZ24]. Protection [BKP22].
Protocols [DKDK21]. PUF [DKDK21].
PyMatching [Hig22]. Python [Hig22, NM22].


Volumes [CCH+23]. Voting [ALKP21].

warm [TFH+23]. warm-starts [TFH+23].
Wave [SSC21]. Weight [Hig22]. Weighted [SLL+23].
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